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The start of a new year inevitably causes one to think about the previous 
year that just passed. You might think about the good things that happened 
during the year and you will certainly recall the bad things that happened. 

Particularly if one of those bad things that occurred was the loss of a loved one. 
However, in this case, when do you go back further than the previous year in your 
thoughts? Is there a specific time or occasion where you tend to reminisce?  

Do you ever sit back and think about your early years? Your childhood, teenage 
years, early adulthood? Are there particular people that you reminisce about? Who 
are some of those people that come to mind? For the purpose of this article, let’s not  

dredge up the negative things or negative people that may be a part of your past. While 
you may still recall those people, leave them in the back of your mind. Instead, think about the positive things 
and positive people that have played a part in you being the person that you are today.

Perhaps it was an elementary school teacher who really challenged you to be a better writer? Her honest 
critiques of your work pushed you to another level. Or maybe it was your elderly, next-door neighbor who 
always told you that you were special and that you were destined for success. Her consistent praise helped you 
build the self-esteem and confidence that you have today.  It may have been your mother who believed in you, 
even when you failed an exam that you studied for. She believed you would do better the next time and told you 
to try, try again. Her unwavering faith in you is the reason that you have that “gotta keep it moving” attitude 
that everyone knows and admires about you. Was that positive person in your life a job supervisor who decided 
it was more important to guide you and mentor you, then it was to micromanage you? She’s the reason that you 
do the same thing with the young people that you encounter on a daily basis. Do you remember? Ms. Parker, 
you are appreciated!


